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there's more than just a new subdomain
in your client's whmcs interface, because
the whmcs module can automate the
process of creating and managing
subdomains and provide a whmcs
subdomain client record that stores the
necessary information for each
subdomain that you create. the 'whmcs
subdomains' section of the whmcs user
interface not only provides information
about the allocated subdomain that you
created, but also lets you manage each
subdomain individually. after finishing the
configuration, the module will be installed
in the ' /usr/local/bin ' directory. to start
the module you must add the information
in the following lines to '/var/vz/passwd'
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file: rootvps=yourvps.ovh.net
fqdn=server.example.com
user=other_user proxmox vps for whmcs
47 if you have configured the module
successfully, you will see the
'congratulations, you are now registered'
message in your whmcs. now you will be
able to go to the ' 'products' ' page and
add the instances to the ' 'product' '
widget. you can add one or many
instances of the proxmox ve 4.0.
virtualization type, as well as the
management module. see ' 'configure a
virtual server with proxmox ve 4. for
whmcs' ' document for more information.
note that you may not add one instance
of the virtualization type directly to '
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'product' ' widget, but you must add one
instance of the proxmox ve 4.
virtualization type, before adding the
instance of the management module. in
case you wish to add more servers of the
virtualization type, just duplicate one and
edit one of the rows, just like below:
rootvps=yourvps.ovh.net
fqdn=server.example.com
user=other_user #duplicate this row with
the same vps properties but edit the e-
mail in this field proxmox vps for whmcs
47 you may also want to add other
options like ssh port (default :22), and the
user id - e.g.:
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Proxmox Vps For Whmcs 47

The 'Download' configuration field
enables you to specify the download

location for the LXC image, while 'Save &
Run' enables the automatic run of the

image on the selected 'LXC Image
Storage Device'. This is in fact a 2-click

module - the only point of interest is
whether to use the preview options

provided by Proxmox VE. proxmox vps for
whmcs 47 Custo’s module provides the
web services interface, which you use in
order to complete the purchase process.

Once you complete the process, your
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reseller can download the downloaded
image in the specified 'Download' location

and later apply it. The Purchasing
Services application is mainly used to

control the 'Download' and 'Save & Run'
options, but it also contains detailed

information about the history of
purchases, the number of active VPSes,

and the user who has purchased it.
proxmox vps for whmcs 47 Reason:The

order confirmation emails are not
automatically sent. In order to complete
the process, you need to add the user's

email to the To: field. After you have
completed the configuration, your

customers will be able to create and
manage all vital elements of virtual
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machines. Their actual performance will
be restricted only by the limits of the
features you offer. Manage private

networks, backups and firewall, access
noVNC, SPICE, or Xterm.js console, study
usage graphs and statistics, and so much
more. On top of it, your customers will be
capable of managing all the components

from the client area - without ever
needing to step outside of Proxmox VE.
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